TOOL OVERSTOCK SALE

ALL TOOLS ARE PRICED TO SELL!
ALL TOOLS ARE SOLD AS IS!

TAKE AN ADDITIONAL 5% OFF when “Check By Phone” is selected as your payment option.

NEW/SHOW STOCK

- 24" CFA FLIGHT BODY (Quantity 1) - $4,960.40
- 102" MAX CUT CORE BARREL (Quantity 1) - $12,125.34
- 6" BOX FEMALE X 5 1/4" MALE ADAPTER (Quantity 1) - $2,152.88
- 130MM SQ. BOX X 3-1/2" SQ. MALE (Quantity 1) - $849.39
- 46" MAX CUT ROCK AUGER (Quantity 1) - $6,702.51
- 66" MAX CUT CORE BARREL (Quantity 1) - $9,028.09
- 24" MAX CUT DRAGON ROCK CUTTER HEAD (Quantity 1) - $7,618.34
- 16" MAX CUT ROCK CUTTER HEAD (Quantity 1) - $2,598.14

USED/DEMO

- 76" DRILLING BUCKET (Quantity 1) - $14,544.90
- 37.50" MAX CUT ROLLER CONE CORE BARREL (Quantity 1) - $22,277.50
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